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If you want to make cute needle felt creations with simple tools, then read on...Have you been

feeling the urge to start needle felting?Have you always wondered how those cute needle

felted animals that you see in stores are made?Do you want to make your latest pet pal look

more realistic and life like?Do you want your needle felting to be smoother, come together

quicker, and have more life-like features?With this book, you will go from making your first

needle felt project to making realistic animal pet pals, while having fun and spending a minimal

amount of money on tools.Note: This book has two partsPart 1: Needle Felting for

BeginnersPart 2: Intermediate Guide to Needle FeltingInside this book you'll discover:15 cute

and fun projects perfect for beginners10+ hacks to get better at needle felting NOWThe #1

wallet-friendly needle you should use for making your first needle felt creationHow to make a

mini christmas trees in 14 stepsTop 5 mistakes you NEED to avoid while making your first

needle felt projectThe #1 high performance wool you should use to make your next needle felt

creation5 hacks that will make your needle felt creations look better and realisticThe #1 spot to

sell your needle felting creations for top pricesA simple fix to get rid of stray fibres and make

your needle felt pet sleek and professionalWith this book you'll enjoy more creativity and less

finger stabbing and disappointment.Here are the answers to some questions you might have

about this book:Q: Needle felting is a craft that's very new to me. Can i still make the projects in

your book?A: Absolutely. This book is designed for the beginner needle felter in mind.Needle

felting is an easy to pickup craft that you can learn in your free time.Since there are step-by-

step directions and the sizeof the pieces you need to make each part of the animal. It takes

away the guessing.So, even a complete beginner who has never picked up a felting needle

before can start making the projects inside!Q: I don't have a lot of time to just sit around and

work on my needle felting skills. Do you have any tips that can help me instantly?A: The initial

chapters of book 2 are all about doing just that!You will discover 10+ tips that will instantly

improve your skills (even though it might be a small amount) and get you ready for the

intermediate projects ahead!So even if you look at your current needle felt creations and

cringe, you can still get better results quickly!Q: Can I use the techniques inside this book to

make other cute animals on my own?A: The patterns provided are useful as a starting point

and the overall ideas can be translated into other animals.They will give you a whole range of

little pals that you can have around your home, that most importantly don't look the same!Every

day you delay is another day you ignore you're desire to start needle felting.Satisfy your bug of

needle felting today.Take action now and pickup your felting needle...Scroll up and click the

'Buy now with 1-click' button, to receive this book instantly!
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BeginnersKay LanceyIntroductionCrafting is a great way to keep yourself busy and be

productive in your downtime. You can also make homemade gifts if you are good at a craft. But

it can be hard to find a craft that interests you, is not too hard to learn, and does not require a

lot of supplies to get started. Making a major investment to learn a craft is a lot to ask if you do

not even know that you will be good at it or enjoy it!Luckily, needle felting is a craft that is easy

to learn and does not require a lot of supplies. This book will give you an overview of the

supplies that you need to get started, as well as what you might want to invest in to step up

your game after you learn the process.There are also step-by-step instructions that will help

you learn the basics. You will get a chance to try your hand at several different designs, starting

with flat designs and progressing to three-dimensional (3D) sculptures.Once you understand

the basic process, you will have no problem creating your own projects. Wait until you see how

easy needle felting can be, and how cute the final products look! You will love making these

items for yourself, your family and others.Chapter 1: Needle FeltingFelting is a way to make

wool or cotton into a piece of fabric by connecting the individual fibers. This is one of the few

ways of creating fabric that does not involve weaving or spinning. Felting changes the texture of

the wool and allows you to do more with it than you could with just the loose fibers. There are

many ways of felting, including knitting a project and then felting, wet felting, dry felting, and

needle felting.Needle felting might sound like a very involved process that involves various

machines, but it is a project that you can do easily by hand. Needle felting allows you to create

3D objects from a piece of cotton or wool. Using a barbed needle, you work the fibers of the

fabric so that they bond together and feel solid. This is a very hands-on craft that enables you

to transform loose fiber into a picture that you have in your mind.After you make the cute

designs from this book, you will understand how the texture can be worked into shapes, and

you will be able to create your own ideas from scratch. The basic techniques of needle felting

are easy to learn and, as you work through the provided patterns, you will start to create your

own patterns.What is Needle Felting?Basically, needle felting is a method by which to

compress loose fibers into a single fabric. This means that you are tangling fibers into a matted

piece somewhat like the matted fur sometimes found on long haired pets or the proverbial rat’s

nest of tangled hair, only needle felting is cleaner and way more fun!As you start matting a

piece of fabric, you can decide what you want to create from it. Since all felting starts as

agitating fibers into a tangle, you can start working while you let your imagination run wild. You

can keep your project on a flat surface as you needle felt and make flat designs. Just because

your felting project is flat does not mean it has to be a square or rectangle sheet! Using cookie

cutters and stencils, you can make flat felt projects of different shapes.You can then take those

flat fabrics and shape them into different 3D sculptures. While you are felting, you can also

easily shape the fibers to make them look like certain characters or objects. Needle felting



sculptures of animals is really popular, and you will learn to make plenty of them in this book.A

perk of needle felting is that you can also use this method to mend clothes! You can use flat

felted fabrics as patches on clothes. Once you understand how needle felting works, you might

even feel confident enough to use this skill to repair your sweaters and socks!A Brief History of

Needle FeltingIn the mid-1970s, Eleanor Stanwood learned to shear the sheep that she was

raising in Vermont. By the 1980s, wool was a less popular textile since cotton is much more

versatile. Cotton is cheaper to buy, can be made into anything, and is machine washable. In the

interest of not wasting wool, Stanwood started turning the fibers into batting before wet felting

the material to add layers to bed comforters. After experimenting with a needle punching

machine, Stanwood found that she could make scarves, and even sturdier 3D designs. She

started using this technique to make jewelry. Stanwood sings the praises of needle felting

because the jewelry it makes is biodegradable and can be composted.Other fiber artists

learned this technique and needle felting grew in popularity. To name a few:Ayala Talpai,

inspired by Stanwood, wrote the first book on needle felting: The felting needle—From factory

to fantasy. Talpai has also written a needle felting workbook and leads workshops in the

community and in public schools. Talpai has supported herself as an artist by selling her

needle felting crafts at local markets and making wedding garments.Kay Petal makes needle

felted dolls of famous people, and many celebrities have commissioned her work! Petal won

her first award for a needle felted Albert Einstein doll less than a year after she started

practicing. She said, “I never knew I was artistic until I started needle felting,” which should

inspire you to try this craft regardless of your previous experience—or lack thereof!Sara

Renzulli is known for her posable needle felted animal sculptures, and teaches workshops on

the craft. Her website, Sarafina Fiber Art, includes access to tutorials, videos for beginners,

and online workshops.Other Types of FeltingNeedle felting is a great hands-on craft, but while

you are learning about needle felting, you might want to know a brief overview of other kinds of

felting as well. The goal of all the different types of felting is to turn loose wool fibers, also

called roving, into a cohesive fabric. This fabric can be flat, and used to make other garments

or works of arts. This fabric can also be 3D, and shaped into sculptures, statues, and stuffed

animals.Wet FeltingWet felting is a process that uses water, soap, wool, friction, and pressure

to turn loose wool fibers into felt fabric. The soap and water act together to open up the fibers

so that they easily catch onto each other. The movement of your hands or a textured surface

against the soapy wet wool creates friction, which helps to push the fibers together and makes

them become matted and tangled. Like needle felting, wet felting can be used to create flat or

three-dimensional objects.Wet felting can make thick sheets of fabric that can be sewn

together into complete garments. This is a nice way to make wool clothing without having to

learn to knit or crochet! You will get the heft, warmth, and look of wool without having to weave

the yarn fibers together.You do not have to make sheets of fabric with the wool felting process.

Other ways of wool felting create fabrics that look completely different than how you usually

picture wool!Cobweb FeltingCobweb felting is a method that makes a lightweight felted fabric

with a ‘cobwebby’ texture. Instead of making a thick sheet of felted wool, cobweb felting makes

a light and airy fabric with more thin than thick areas. There might even be stylish holes in

places!Instead of using a needle to tangle the roving together, you start cobweb felting by

gently pulling the roving apart. The fibers will just barely stay attached to each other, but you

will be pulling fibers apart to make thin areas and gaps. You will thin the wool roving until it is

about twenty-five percent longer and twenty-five percent wider than you want your scarf to be.

Wet felting will cause the fibers to shrink.After you get the wool roving pulled thin, completely

wet it with a spray bottle that has a few drops of soap added, and then start to agitate the fibers



with your hands. You can also roll the fabric up in bubble wrap or another bumpy, flexible

surface. After a lot of agitation, you can give your fabric a pinch test. You pinch it between your

thumb and first finger, and pull up. If the fibers stay together, you have felted it enough. If the

roving pulls apart, then you need to add a bit of water and keep working the fibers.When you

unroll your fiber, you wad it up and drop it on the table over and over again. This helps the

fibers to adhere to each other so that they start to become a fabric. At this point, you will notice

that the fibers have shrunk and puckered. After you wash out the soap and let it dry, you will

have a cobweb felted piece of fabric.Lattice FeltingLattice felting is a wet wool felting technique

which produces a fabric that has holes deliberately added into it. This is because to make the

fabric, you will lay out the wool roving in a lattice pattern, almost like a loose weave, and felt the

wool with the holes in place.Like with cobweb felting, you will need to thin your wool roving out

before you make a lattice design. Thinner wool actually makes the felting process easier

because it will get completely wet which makes it easier to agitate the fibers.First you lay out

the thin pieces of wool roving all in one direction. Then you take more thin strips of wool roving

and put them on top of the first layer but in the opposite direction. This creates the lattice

pattern that looks like weaving. You can keep the design straight or you can make it look more

haphazard and artsy.Spray the wool roving generously with a spray bottle of water that has a

few drops of soap added. Create friction on the fibers by working them with your hands. You

can also use bubble wrap or a bumpy surface, just as you did for the cobweb felting. After

felting the fibers a bit, wet them again so that they are completely saturated.You will repeatedly

drop your fabric just as you would for cobweb felting. Remember, this process makes the fibers

shrink and harden and that completes the felting process. Do the pinch test once again,

making sure that the fibers stay together when you try to pull them up. Rinse the soap out, let

the piece dry, and enjoy your unique lattice felt fabric.Felt FabricFelt is a fabric that comes in

various shapes, sheets, and rolls. Most people are very familiar with felt because it is used in

childhood crafts and is often the first fabric on which people sew. It is a thick and sturdy fabric,

but the felt that you are familiar with is most likely synthetic. There is nothing wrong with using

synthetic fiber in crafts, and your project will turn out nicely if you use synthetic wool or cotton

in needle felting. The main difference is the textures. Pure wool and cotton feel softer and

slightly springy, whereas synthetic fibers feel more dense.Felting Knitted GoodsSometimes

knitters felt their finished products by using hot water in the washing machine to agitate their

fibers. Needle felting is similar, except you are using a needle to work the fibers instead of hot

water. Also, you do not have to knit the initial product! If you are a knitter, you will enjoy having

another craft to do with your wool, but you do not need to be a knitter—or crafty in any way—to

learn and enjoy needle felting.While felting a complete knitted product changes the texture of

the item, needle felting gives you more freedom with your design. After you create the texture,

you can shape the wool into anything you want!Tips and TricksThis list of tips and tricks can

help you before you get started needle felting. Keep these in mind while you learn. This book

includes step-by-step processes for each craft, so the important tips will be restated in the

relevant sections.Make It FirmKeeping pieces firm is a key part to creating a successful 3D

needle felting project. Since the wool fibers are soft, they will spring back when you press them

in, but the overall felted piece will be firm.Roll It TightlyOne of the beginning steps of most

projects is to roll loose wool felting into a ball or cylinder before you use a needle on the fibers.

The tighter you roll the wool fibers, the easier it will be to complete your project because the

core of your sculpture will already be firm.Tie a KnotAnother way to get a tight, firm core is to

tie a knot in the center of your fibers before you start to roll it up.Make Short MotionsNeedle

felting requires you to make short stabbing motions into the wool. You do not need to stab the



needle all the way through the wool and into your foam pad work station.Rotate the PieceAs

you are needle felting a piece of wool, make sure you keep rotating the piece while you work. If

you keep turning the wool, you will be sure to evenly felt the material. Keeping your work in

motion will also keep “dimples” from making your final product look uneven.Start With

LessWhile many patterns will tell you how much wool roving to use for each step, it is always a

good idea to start with less. You cannot take wool away from your project once you start felting

it, but you can easily add more fiber which can help your piece get bigger and thicker.Your

Shape Will ShrinkAfter you have fully felted your fibers, the finished product will be about thirty

percent smaller than what you started with. This is the ideal change in size, but note that if you

overwork your felting and make it as hard as a rock, it will be over seventy-five percent smaller

than what you started with! And super hefty on top of that!Keep Your Needle StraightKeep your

needle straight when you work: straight into the fibers, straight back out of the fibers. Pulling it

out at the same angle you pushed it in will prevent your needle from breaking. If you twist or

bend your needle while it is tangled in the fibers, the tip will break off, and you cannot safely

continue felting wool if there is a sharp needle embedded in it.Be PatientLearning a new skill

takes time, and needle felting is no exception. Since you are making stabbing motions with a

sharp barbed needle, you will want to be incredibly careful with your work, even if this means

starting slow.You might get frustrated because, as you are working on it, your project does not

look like you think it should. The wool roving mostly looks like a mess of fiber, even if you have

felted it into a smooth shape. It is not until the final steps of a project when you are putting

everything together that you will finally be able to tell your hard work has paid off.Practice

Makes PerfectThe projects in this book will take you step-by-step through the needle felting

process. They will provide you with the instruction that you need as you learn general needle

crafting skills and discover how they can all work together to make beautiful and adorable

projects. That being said, finishing this book will not make you a master fiber artist. There is

nothing wrong with practicing the same craft from this book multiple times before moving on to

the next. Even if you go through every project once, coming back through to do them all again

will be great practice and will definitely improve your needle felting skills. Hopefully the projects

in this book will also serve as jumping off points and inspire you to create your own patterns!

Chapter 2: Needle Felting EquipmentRecently needle felting has become a very popular craft

because it is so easy to learn. It does not hurt that the finished product is very cute! To get

started with needle felting, you will need some basic equipment.Basic EquipmentThis basic

equipment is a must-have to begin needle felting. You will also learn about some different tools

and textiles that you might want to try after you complete a few practice projects.1. Notched

NeedleYou need a special needle to complete needle felting crafts. Notched needles are the

standard tool used. Notched needles have been used as far back as 1859, when they were

used in needle punch machines to make batting for blankets. These needles have small

notches, or barbs, along the shaft and tip. These barbs grab the fibers when you stick the

needle into the wool, tangle it up, and leave it stuck in your shape even as you pull the needle

back out. The more you poke the fibers with the notched needle, the stiffer it will become.To get

started with needle felting, you can use a standard notched needle and easily complete the

basic crafts. There are four different types of felting needles you might want to use as you

become more skilled, but any notched needle will work nicely for beginners.Felting needles are

sharp, so you will want to be careful and pay close attention to your finger placement as you

work. Although not a basic supply, finger shields are available if you are worried about stabbing

yourself. These are like flexible rubber thimbles that you can wear over your fingers to protect

them from the needle. Since they are rubber, they will still allow you a range of movement as



you work.2. Unspun Wool FleeceUnspun wool fleece can be found in two styles: roving and

batts. Roving means the fibers have been brushed to all run in the same direction so that they

are smooth. Batts are sheets of thick wool that have fibers going in all different directions.Both

roving and batts can be used for needle felting. For a beginner, batts are easier because the

fibers are already somewhat tangled. You will be able to needle felt a bit and quickly see how

the process works and get an idea of what your final product will look like.3. High Density

FoamHigh density foam is necessary for your work area when needle felting. Since the needles

poke through the wool, they can not hit a hard surface or they will break. You also do not want

to use a standard pillow or cushion, because you will get holes in it. Using high density foam

will protect your needle from breaking while also preventing needle damage to work

surfaces.Felting NeedlesFelting needles are sturdy, and are made to tangle wool fibers into

something more firm. Still, you must be considerate when working with your needle. Make sure

to always pull it back out at the angle you pushed it in so that you will not break the tip of your

needle. This will ensure that your needles last longer, and will also keep you from getting hurt.

If the tip of a needle has broken off into your wool, you will either have to extract it—very

carefully!—or scrap the entire piece and start again.Felting needles come in a variety of styles

and lengths. They also have different numbers and positions of notches, or barbs, on the shaft

of the needle. These notches are what agitate the wool when you stick in your needle, so the

number that you have will affect how much work you will have to do to get the wool to the

desired texture.To begin a felting project, you will want to use longer and thicker needles

because they will go further into the wool. This, along with innumerable notches on the shaft,

will help the needle to catch and tangle more fibers.Once your wool is tangled, it will be harder

to push the thick needle into the fibers. At this point, you can switch to a finer needle so that the

work will not be hard, but you will still be able to create texture and volume in your

fibers.Needles with delicate tips have notches close to the point. These are used to smooth out

your project when you are on the final steps. This will also make your project look less fuzzy.

On the other hand, if you want your sculpture to look fuzzy, there are needles that will give it

that appearance.1. TriangleTriangle needles have three sides or edges.2. StarStar needles

have four sides or edges.3. Twisted/SpiralTwisted or spiral needles are actually triangular in

shape, but they feature a twisted blade to agitate the wool fibers in different ways than the

triangle and star needles.4. ReverseReverse needles are the type that will make your finished

product look fuzzier. These needles have opposite notches that pull fibers out of your work to

make it look fuzzy and fluffy. Once you see some of the projects that you will be making, you

will understand why some sculptures might benefit from a fluffy finish.Needle GaugesFelting

needles come in different gauges, typically 32, 36, 38, 40, and 42 gauge. Needles with low

numbers are thicker, and can be used on coarse wool and to get your projects started. Needles

with higher number gauges are thinner, which means that you can use them once your wool

fibers are tangled or when you need to do more detailed work.Felting Needle PensFelting

needle pens are not for writing—they are tools that hold up to three needles at once. Using

multiple needles at the same time makes the felting process incredibly efficient. Once you

become more confident with needle felting, you can even create your own version of this tool

by combining several needles together. You can attach them with string, wire, or hot

glue.These pens have a sturdy grip attached so you can hold them firmly. Many needle felting

pens also have a protective plastic case around the needles. This case gets pushed up when

you are working and comes back down automatically when you pull back from the fiber.Another

tool that you might be interested in trying that is called a “clover tool.” This tool can hold one,

two, or three needles while you work. A benefit to using this tool over a premade felting needle



pen is that you can change out the needles. While thicker needles are used at the beginning of

a project to quickly agitate more fibers, you will need to use thinner needles as the project

progresses. If you are using a felting needle pen, you will need to stop using the pen at a

certain point and start to use a more delicate needle. But the clover tool allows you to change

out needles so that you can use the tool until you get to the final detail work of your project.
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Fantastic Felted Cats: A Guide to Making Lifelike Kitten Figures (Includes Printable Template

Sheets), First Time Felting: The Absolute Beginner's Guide - Learn By Doing * Step-by-Step

Basics + Projects, Pipsqueaks: Itsy-Bitsy Felt Creations to Stitch & Love, NEEDLE FELTING

DOGS FOR BEGINNERS: The Step by Step Guide on How to Make Needle Felted Dogs at

Home with Instructions and Pictures, Needle Felting for Beginners: Sculpting with wool - cute,

easy projects with step-by-step tutorials

Ebook Tops Reader, “Everything a beginner needs to get started.. Easy to understand

instructions. I like that the books walk you through everything, step by step. This is exactly what

I needed to get started!”

Jose Manuel, “contenido. practico para principiantes, interesante”

The book by James Collins has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 58 people have provided feedback.

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eaoo/OPMw/DVeDE/Needle-Felting-Beginner-Intermediate-Guide-to-Needle-Felting-2-in-1-Needle-Felting-Bundle
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